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Introduction

Software Design

Over 140 million people in 70 countries drink water contaminated with

In preparation for the study, AquAffirm’s software team designed the

arsenic, including up to 50 million people in Bangladesh, where tens of

App to interface with the Sensit Smart smartphone potentiostat

thousands die each year due to arsenic poisoning. Current field tests

(PalmSens). The latter was chosen for use in the trial due to its

for arsenic using outdated colourimetric techniques are complex, slow,

compact design and technical specifications. Designed to work with

inaccurate and have no cloud-connectivity. Experts working in the field

or without connection to a network, the app has the following

have described the need instead for a simple, rapid, robust, web-

features:

connected sensor platform. To address this need, AquAffirm has

• Calibration and named measurement results persist to a secure

developed a digital “sensor+software” (dS+S) platform which includes

Microsoft Azure cloud storage

the first rapid, low-cost, easy-to-use, digital test for arsenic that can

• Offline usage is possible - data is uploaded when internet

be conducted at the point of use (for example, a tubewell or other

connection is re-established

drinking water source). Such a platform promises to transform the

• Three-point calibration to known concentrations is supported, with

way water contaminants are measured.

latest results persisting locally
• App displays graph (charge vs. time) and estimates arsenic

This Application Note describes results of the first trial of the AquAffirm™

concentration in ppb, using the measured cumulative charge of the

platform in a pilot study conducted in collaboration with researchers from

last calibration

the form of test strips), mobile app and a web-connected software platform
developed by the AquAffirm team. A proprietary arsenite-specific enzyme
and associated chemical mediators - developed and optimised over a
number of years - are key to the function of the electrochemical biosensor.
The cloud-connected mobile app enables rapid communication of results,
date, time, and GPS coordinates, facilitating real-time mapping and data
analysis. The objectives of the study were to validate the sensitivity and
robustness of the AquAffirm-As™ biosensor itself and to demonstrate for the
first time the system’s ability to communicate test results via the cloud to a
remote data platform thousands of kilometres away.

Fig.2b - Graph of arsenic concentration data from field measurements of

shallow wells (October 2021): AquAffirm™ platform vs ICP-MS

deep wells (October 2021): AquAffirm™ platform vs ICP-MS measurements

measurements (factory calibration)

(factory calibration).

Eppendorf tubes were pre-loaded with the dried chemical reagents

The results for the deep wells (where arsenic concentrations are lower)

mixture including the arsenite oxidase enzyme. These were
packaged under vacuum in foil pouches for optimal stability and
shipped to partners at the University of Dhaka together with a
smartphone potentiostat. The Dhaka teams procured its own
Android smartphone for the trial. The device was set up with the
smartphone, potentiostat, adaptor and disposable test strip, as
shown in Fig. 1.
To perform the study, water samples obtained from tube wells were
pumped into plastic containers and treated with EDTA and
phosphate buffer to eliminate effects of interfering ions and to

the Department of Geology at the University of Dhaka. The platform uses an
innovative smartphone-linked device and includes disposable biosensors (in

Fig. 2a - Graph of arsenic concentration data from field measurements of

showed a linear relationship between the ICP-MS measurements and the
cumulative charge but with a steeper gradient than in the shallow wells.
Next steps include investigating this relationship further and identifying
optimal calibration curves.
The trial did highlight several issues that will need to be evaluated and
resolved moving forward:
i.)
ii.)

onto the biosensor strip and using the AquAffirm™ app,
electrochemical measurements were conducted. Data in the form of

Due to COVID pandemic restrictions, AquAffirm scientists and

charge and equivalent arsenic concentration in ppb was acquired

engineers were not able to travel to Bangladesh. The study was

using the Sensit potentiostat and AquAffirm™ app within two

conducted remotely using water collected from arsenic affected

minutes as a digital readout, appearing immediately on the

villages near Araihazar by Prof Kazi Matin Uddin Ahmed and his

AquAffirm Microsoft Azure Cloud storage in the UK when network

team at the University of Dhaka. Prior to the study, thin-film planar

connection was available.

gold electrode test strips based on AquAffirm’s proprietary design,
were functionalised in preparation for the electrochemical

Results

measurements.

Data of the groundwater arsenic concentration obtained by the

manufactured in sheets of 200 by laser ablation under contract,

Two calibration curves might be required for converting
cumulative charge – one for low arsenic concentrations,

adjust pH, respectively. 100 µl of treated well water was aliquoted

Methods

Calibration of sensors in the field proved more challenging
than expected

and one for high concentrations.
iii.)

The long-term goal is to eliminate the need for field
calibration once enough data from real samples has been
acquired, enabling factory calibration settings to be used
throughout.

Compared with commonly used colourimetric test strips, the AquAffirm™
platform provides rapid, quantitative and reliable results that can be
communicated via the cloud-connected platform in real-time, enabling
mapping and data analyses. This represents a potential step-change in
management of the global arsenic issue.

AquAffirm™ electrochemical biosensor was compared with
inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (ICP-MS)
measurements of the same samples. ICP-MS was conducted at
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resulting data was plotted as shown in Fig. 2a (shallow wells) and
Fig. 2b (deep wells). For this analysis, factory calibration relating
cumulative charge to arsenic concentration was used. Mapping of
the results is shown in Fig. 3.

Discussion
This Application Note presents the results of the first field
trial evaluating the performance and usability of the
AquAffirm™ platform for measurement of arsenic
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concentrations in drinking water obtained from
groundwater tubewells in an affected region of Bangladesh.
Fig. 3 - Map of well locations. Red bars indicate dangerous levels of arsenic.

Fig. 1 - The software workflow for arsenic water sensing platform and a photo of the software in use.
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